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Testing the Internal Consistency of Contingent Valuation Surveys

Peter Diamond^

There is considerable controversy about the use of contingent valuation

(CV) surveys for estimating nonuse values. Moreover, the stakes in both

environmental damage suits and benefit cost analyses run to billions of

dollars. One of the difficulties in settling the controversy is the

impossibility of having a direct comparison of CV willingness-to-pay (WTP)

responses with the real world measures they are purporting to measure. In the

absence of direct comparison, it is natural to look at the internal

consistency of the patterns of responses to different questions using the same

suirvey instrument. As the NOAA Panel on Contingent Valuation has written

(page 4604) : "some form of internal consistency is the least we would need to

feel some confidence that the verbal answers correspond to some reality."

In order to compare WTP responses with the theoretical constructs, it is

important to have a correct description of the theoretical constructs. In

particular, different ways of varying the scenario across the surveys being

compared result in different theoretical implications for the patterns of

responses. If one holds an environmental problem constant and varies the

success of the remedy, one would have a concave pattern of WTP with success if

preferences for the underlying resource are concave. However, with the same

underlying preferences, if one varies the magnitude of an environmental

^ I thank Bernard Saffran for helpful comments. The writing of this note
has received no financial support, other than the support that MIT offers for
all of my research. Some of my past research on contingent valuation has been
supported by the Exxon Company, USA and other industry sources. The views
expressed here are mine and not necessarily those of anyone else.
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problem, assuming a successful remedy, WTP should be convex in the problem.

Recognition of this difference in patterns greatly increases the degree of

inconsistency between some CV studies and the requirements of theory. In

particular the finding of Desvousges et. al. that WTP to save migratory

waterfowl is roughly independent of the nxomber of birds to be saved from 2 , 000

to 200,000 is brought into even sharper conflict with theory once one

recognizes that convexity of WTP calls for the latter WTP to be at least 100

times as large as the former. This argument is spelled out in a simple model.

Model

Assume that the typical person has a utility function I+U(b) where I is

income to spend on private goods and U(b) is the utility from the existence of

b birds. The absence of income effects with this utility function is

convenient, but not essential since one could adjust for calculated income

effects . Also assume that U is strictly concave over the relevant range

,

although weak concavity would do. It is important to contrast the patterns of

WTP responses coming from this utility function in response to two different

sets of CV questions.

Asstime that the respondent is told that there are x birds, but that z

birds are in danger. Assume that the respondent is asked for WTP in order to

save y out of the z birds in danger. The level of WTP is equal to the utility

gain from saving y birds:

(1) WTPi(y) = U(x-z+y) - U(x-z).

U concave implies WTP^ concave in y. Thus WTP^ would increase less than in

proportion to y.



For the second scenario, assume that the respondent is told that there

are x birds, but that y birds are in danger. Assume that the respondent is

asked for WTP in order to save all y birds in danger. The level of V7TP is

equal to the utility gain from saving y birds:

(2) WTP2(y) = U(x) - U(x-y)

U concave implies WTP2 convex in y. Now consider two scenarios with y'>y.

From convexity and the fact that WTP2(0)=0, we have

(3) WTPzCy') > (y'/y)WTP2(y).

The intuition behind this pattern is similar to the one that arises in

the demand for insurance. Consider a person at risk of losing z dollars.

Consider the WTP for insurance that will pay y dollars in the event of the

loss. This WTP is concave in y.^ Alternatively, consider a person at risk

of losing y dollars. Consider the WTP for insurance that will pay y dollars

in the event of the loss. This WTP is convex in y.^'''

In terms of the study by Desvousges et. al
.

, stated WTP to save 200,000

birds should be more than 100 times stated WTP to save 2000 birds. In terms

of the study by Binger et. al
.

, stated WTP to prevent development of 57

wilderness areas totalling 13 million acres should have been more than 10

^ With p as the probability of loss, this WTP is defined by the equation
pu(x-z)+(l-p)u(x)=pu(x-z+y-WTP)+(l-p)u(x-WTP) . Differentiating twice shows
that WTP is concave in y if u is concave.

^ With p as the probability of loss, this WTP is defined by the equation
pu(x-y)+(l-p)u(x)=u(x-WTP) . Differentiating twice shows that WTP is convex in

y if u is concave.

'' In both the environmental and the insurance settings , varying the
„„j3..itude of the environmental problem and the magnitude of the part of the
problem that isn't remedied combines elements of both WTP measures.
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times the stated WTP to prevent development on one such area of 1.3 million

acres. In terms of the similar study by Diamond et. al., stated WTP to

preserve a particular wilderness area from development plus stated WTP to

preserve an alternative wilderness area from development should be less than

the stated WTP to save both areas. This pattern depends on the description of

the situation that simultaneously varies the number of areas possibly to be

developed along with the policy question of how many to protect from

development. In all three studies, stated WTP does not come close to matching

the required theoretical pattern.^

Conclusion

Any CV survey instrument claiming to measure true WTP should be able to

evaluate both WTP measures described above. Failure to find the right pattern

is evidence that the appropriate preference is not being measured, either

because the survey instrument is unable to measure such preferences or because

people do not have the preferences that the survey is trying to measure .

^ I

think that responses to hypothetical WTP questions about the environment are

dominated by the "warm glow" associated with giving the "right" answer. Thus,

I am not surprised at the failure of CV to satisfy consistency tests. I do

not expect a different result if additional CV surveys are subjected to

consistency tests. Thus I am highly skeptical that there will ever exist

^ In the debate about CV, critics have tested consistency and found CV to
fail this test. Proponents of CV have criticized the quality of the surveys
used in these tests. I am not aware of an example of these proponents
subjecting CV surveys of their own design to the same sort of consistency
test.

^ People may have a "concern" for the environment in general without
having "preferences" over the state of individual resources.



satisfactory CV measurement of nonuse values. Policies to protect the

environment need to be based on some other approach.
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